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Anisotropic diffusion is used for both image enhancement and denoising. The Perona-Malik model makes use of anisotropic 
diffusion to filter out the noise. In Perona-Malik model the rate of diffusion is controlled by edge stopping function. The 
drawback of Perona-Malik model is that the sharp edges and fine details are not preserved well in the denoised image. But the 
sharp edges and fine details can be preserved well using appropriate edge stopping function. We have analysed the effect of 
different edge stopping functions in anisotropic diffusion in terms of how efficient they are in preserving edges. We have found 
that an edge stopping function which stops diffusion from low image gradient onwards well preserves the sharp edges and fine 
details. This property of an edge stopping function will also result in lower evolution in case of level set methods. But an edge 
stopping function which stops diffusion from high image gradient onwards will not preserve sharp edges and fine details, since 
they are blurred due to diffusion. We have also found that low values of gradient threshold parameter used in edge stopping 
function well preserves the sharp edges and fine details than high values of threshold parameter. By utilizing an edge stopping 
function which stops diffusion from low image gradient onwards or which has zero or insignificant value at low image gradient, 
we can well preserve the sharp edges and fine details in the denoised image. 
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
Perona-Malik model which is non-linear anisotropic diffusion model proposed by Perona and Malik in 1990. It is 
a partial differential equation based image processing technique. Perona-Malik model can successfully remove noise 
while preserving edges and small structures as long as the diffusion coefficient or edge stopping function )( ,F ∇  and 
gradient threshold parameter (K) are estimated correctly. The gradient magnitude threshold parameter K that 
differentiates between image gradients due to noise and those gradients that are more likely to represent image 
edges. Since these are the important parameters that decides rate of diffusion, if not properly estimated will result in 
either over smoothed image or will leave the image with most of the noise unfiltered. Since there are several edge 
stopping functions, their ability to filter the noise and ability to preserve the edges when used in Perona-Malik model 
need to be studied and evaluated to make an appropriate choice. 
5HYLHZRI3'(0RGHOVLQOPDJH(QKDQFHPHQW
     The first anisotropic PDE model was proposed by Perona-Malik in year 19901. This model may fail when the 
gradient due to noise is close to gradient of image edges. So a better version of PM model was suggested by Catte in 
19922. In this method the image should be smoothened first by convolving with Gaussian filter then the gradient to 
be computed. Gabor suggested an inverse heat equation3. Here enhanced image is generated by subtracting its 
laplacian from the given image. But the reverse heat equation is an ill-posed problem. Rudin and Osher proposed a 
shock filter which can be used for image deblurring4. The shock filter makes use of a dilation process if a pixel 
belongs to influence zone of a maximum and an erosion process if it belongs to influence zone of minimum. Which 
zone the pixel belongs to that decision is taken based on the sign of the laplacian. A slightly better version of the 
shock filter was proposed by Kramer replacing laplacian in shock filter equation with directional second derivative 
of the image5. Weicket proposed an shock filter based on diffusion tensor8. Tian et al. proposed a image denoising 
algorithm based on difference eigenvalue9. Y.Q.Wang et al. suggested a modified PM model based on directional 
laplacian which can remove staircase effect and can preserve sharp edges10. Kui Liu et al. proposed an adaptive 
anisotropic diffusion based on structure tensor13.  
2YHUYLHZRI3HURQD0DOLN0RGHO
      For image denoising isotropic diffusion can be used. In isotropic diffusion the rate of diffusion is uniform across 
all directions. Isotropic diffusion is modeled as a two dimensional partial differential equation known as Heat 
Equation. Denoising an image the heat equation can be solved at different instance of time t. Heat equation is 
described as given in eqn.  (1) 
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Where θ(x,y) is the noisy image, k=1. 
      In Perona-Malik model the diffusion coefficient )( ,F ∇ is a function of local image gradient. Its value is 
inversely proportional to the magnitude of the gradient. Since the magnitude of gradient is weak within uniform or 
inner regions, diffusion coefficient almost 1, so it acts as heat equation, it smoothens the inner region and removes 
the noise. Near boundaries the magnitude of the gradient will be strong, thereby diffusion coefficient is almost zero, 
so the diffusion is stopped across boundaries and it preserves the edges. Perona-Malik model  is described as given 
in eqn. (3) 
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Where ut = u(x,y,t) = image obtained after  a diffusion time t,  GLYis the divergence operator and ∇  is the gradient 
operator  with respect to the spatial variables x and y. ∇  is the  local gradient magnitude. And c(.)  is so-called 
diffusion coefficient or edge stopping function.
(GJH6WRSSLQJ)XQFWLRQV
      The edge stopping function c(s) is chosen theoretically satisfying two conditions. One is 
0
lim
→V
 c(s) =1, so that 
rate of diffusion is high within uniform or inner regions and the other one is 
∞→V
lim  c(s) =0, so that the diffusion is 
totally zero across boundaries. The important property of edge function is that they should have a zero value or 
insignificant value  for those gradients that corresponds to edges. 
      Two edge stopping functions suggested by Perona and Malik 1  are given in eqn.(5) & (6)  
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where K is the gradient magnitude threshold parameter that decides the amount of diffusion to take place.. 
     Black et.al 18  proposed  a edge stopping function called  Tukey’s  biweight function given in eqn.(7) 
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where  S=K 2 . 
      Zhichang Guo et.al 7  proposed a different edge stopping function given in eqn.(8) 
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    Weickert 19   proposed a edge stopping function  given in eqn.(10) 
                                ; If  0)( ≠∇,
1                                                                                 ; Otherwise                                                (10) 
     The edge functions c1, c2, c3, c4  and c5 are plotted against image gradients for threshold parameter K= 1 and 2  
and the graphs looks as given in Fig.1 and Fig. 2. The graphs shows diffusion rate for different edge functions. 
                                         
                                                                                               
                                                      Fig 1. Edge function (amount of diffusion) versus image gradient for K=1  
                                                            Fig  2. Edge function (diffusion)  versus image gradient for K=2 
     As per the graph given in Fig.1 and Fig.2 the edge function c3 stops diffusion from smaller image gradient 
onwards. The edge functions c1 and c5  stops diffusion from little higher image gradient onwards. The edge functions 
c2 and c4 stops diffusion from higher image gradient onwards. Among all edge functions c3 is best in preserving 
sharp edges and fine details. Next c1 and c5 is good in preserving sharp edges and fine details. The edge functions c2 
and c4 is worst in preserving sharp edges and fine details. The edge functions c2 and c4  has almost same diffusion 
rate and the edge functions c1  and c5 has same diffusion  rate shown in Fig.1 and Fig. 2 .  
))/(31488.3exp(1)( 885 ,.,F ∇∗−−=∇
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      The Tukey’s biweight function )(3 ,F ∇  the diffusion decreases more rapidly and reaches zero, thereby it could 
able to protect the edges from excessive smoothing and blurring. When )(3 ,F ∇  edge function used, the resulting 
image will contain intact all the edges above a certain threshold (the point 6, =∇ , where )(3 ,F ∇  reaches zero). 
From the graph shown in Fig. 1 we conclude that all the edges where the gradient is greater than 2  are well 
preserved since )(3 ,F ∇  function totally stops diffusion where the gradient is greater than 2  for  K=1 and S = 
2 . )(3 ,F ∇ function will leave those edges where the gradient is greater than 2  untouched while the other 
functions will not. S is treated as boundary between noise and edges in edge function c3. Local gradients below S 
will be smoothed and those above S are considered as edges and diffusion totally stopped.   With K=2, the edge 
function c3 will leave those edges where the gradient is  greater  than  2 2 untouched. So when c3 function is used 
as edge stopping function, the Perona-Malik model will produce sharper edges. 
      Edge functions c2 and c4  stops diffusion at higher image gradient i.e eight for threshold parameter K=1 which is 
shown in Fig.1. So all those image pixels having gradient less than eight are diffused only image pixels having 
gradient greater than eight are considered as edges and not diffused. In this case sharp edges and fine details are 
diffused. So Perona-Malik model using either edge function c2 or c4 will not preserve sharp edges and fine details.. 
     Edge functions c1 and c5 stops diffusion at lower image gradient i.e two for threshold parameter K=1. So all 
those image pixels having gradient less than two are diffused and image pixels having gradient greater than two are 
considered as edges and not diffused. In this case sharp edges and fine details are not diffused they are preserved. 
The Perona-Malik model using any of these two edge functions well preserves sharp edges and fine details.  
      For high values of threshold parameter, edge function stops diffusion at high image gradient. Example for 
threshold parameter K=2, the edge functions c2 and c4 stops diffusion at higher image gradient i.e 16. c1 and c5 stops 
diffusion at gradient = 4. The edge function c3 stops diffusion at 2 2 . For low values of threshold parameter, the 
edge function stops diffusion at low image gradient. Example for K=1, the edge function c2 and c4 stops diffusion at 
gradient = 8. The edge functions c1 and c5 stops diffusion at gradient =2. The edge function c3 stops diffusion at 
gradient = 2 . So sharp edges and fine details are preserved well if threshold parameter is low. 
      All these findings are found to be true in our experimental results as given in table 1 and 2 and also from the 
visual quality of  denoised  images given in Fig. 3 to Fig 12.
. 
&DOFXODWLQJWKHJUDGLHQW
      By using the right choice of edge stopping function, the edge preserving behaviour of Perona-Malik model can 
be enhanced.  But it cannot denoise efficiently the images having higher amount of noise. This is because the image 
gradient is not a reliable measure since it is influenced by noise also. To overcome this problem, replace the term 
)( ,F ∇ with )( ,*F ∗∇ σ or )( ),,( W\[,F ∇ with )),,((( W\[,*F ∗∇ σ where σ* is a Gaussian filter of scale σ. This 
means that image should be smoothened  first by convolving with gaussian filter then the  gradient to  be computed.  
'HQRLVLQJ3HUIRUPDQFH0HWULFV
     These are the following metrics we calculated to measure the performance of denoising with Perona-Malik 
model. The Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and  Mean absolute error (MAE) are defined as   
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where I and I0 are original image and reconstructed image and M:N represents the size of the image respectively, in 
horizontal and in vertical direction. PSNRgrad is used to measure how well derivatives of restored image match those 
of the original image  
( )0 01 ( , ( ) ) ( , ( ) )2JUDG [ [ \ \3615 3615 , , 3615 , ,= ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂                                          
(13) 
([SHULPHQWDO5HVXOW
    Anisotropic diffusion is implemented by solving a Perona-Malik equation using finite difference method i.e Euler 
forward method iteratively. Since in satellite and medical images salt and pepper noise is profound, we have 
synthetically added salt and pepper noise and considered the image before noise addition as reference. Denoised 
image using Perona-Malik model with different edge stopping functions is given in Fig. 3 to Fig. 12. The results are 
analysed for threshold parameter K=1,2,3,4,5 for noise density d=0.01 and 0.05 and number of iterations used  is 10.  

Fig 3.Threshold Parameter K=1 (a) Noisy image with salt 
and pepper noise density d = 0.01 (b) PM model using 
c1(x) (c) PM model using c2(x) (d) PM model using c3(x) 
(e) PM model using c4(x) (f) PM model using c5(x) 
Fig 4.Threshold Parameter K=1 (a) Noisy image with salt 
and pepper noise density d = 0.05 (b) PM model using 
c1(x) (c) PM model using c2(x) (d) PM model using c3(x) 
(e) PM model using c4(x) (f) PM model using c5(x) 
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Fig 5.Threshold Parameter K=2 (a) Noisy image 
with salt and pepper noise density d = 0.01 (b) PM 
model using c1(x) (c) PM model using c2(x) (d) PM 
model using c3(x) (e) PM model using c4(x) (f) PM 
model using c5(x) 
Fig 6.Threshold Parameter K=2 (a) Noisy image 
with salt and pepper noise density d = 0.05 (b) PM 
model using c1(x) (c) PM model using c2(x) (d) PM 
model using c3(x) (e) PM model using c4(x) (f) PM 
model using c5(x) 
Fig 7.Threshold Parameter K=3 (a) Noisy 
image with salt and pepper noise density d 
= 0.01 (b) PM model using c1(x) (c) PM 
model using c2(x) (d) PM model using 
c3(x) (e) PM model using c4(x) (f) PM 
model using c5(x) 
Fig 8.Threshold Parameter K=3 (a) Noisy 
image with salt and pepper noise density d 
= 0.05 (b) PM model using c1(x) (c) PM 
model using c2(x) (d) PM model using 
c3(x) (e) PM model using c4(x) (f) PM 
model using c5(x) 
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Fig 9.Threshold Parameter K=4 (a) Noisy image 
with salt and pepper noise density d = 0.01 (b) 
PM model using c1(x) (c) PM model using c2(x) 
(d) PM model using c3(x) (e) PM model using 
c4(x) (f) PM model using c5(x) 
Fig 10.Threshold Parameter K=4 (a) Noisy image 
with salt and pepper noise density d = 0.05 (b) 
PM model using c1(x) (c) PM model using c2(x) 
(d) PM model using c3(x) (e) PM model using 
c4(x) (f) PM model using c5(x) 
Fig 11.Threshold Parameter K=5 (a) Noisy image 
with salt and pepper noise density d = 0.01 (b) 
PM model using c1(x) (c) PM model using c2(x) 
(d) PM model using c3(x) (e) PM model using 
c4(x) (f) PM model using c5(x) 
Fig 12.Threshold Parameter K=5 (a) Noisy image 
with salt and pepper noise density d = 0.05 (b) 
PM model using c1(x) (c) PM model using c2(x) 
(d) PM model using c3(x) (e) PM model using 
c4(x) (f) PM model using c5(x) 
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Table 1. MAE,  PSNR  and  PSNRgrad  comparisons for Perona-Malik  Model using edge functions  c1(x), c2(x), c3(x)  
  
 Table 2. MAE,  PSNR  and  PSNRgrad  comparisons for Perona-Malik  Model using edge functions  c4(x), c5(x) 












&RQFOXVLRQ

    Comparing the quality metrics calculated for different edge functions, PSNR values are high for Perona-Malik 
model using edge function c3. Since for c3 the diffusion reduces more rapidly and totally stops diffusion where the 
gradient is very minimum. The sharp edges and fine details are well preserved hence its PSNR is high. Also from 
the visual quality of the restored image the above fact is found to be true. Among all edge functions c3 function is 
very efficient in preserving sharp edges and fine details. For c2 and c4 the values of quality metric PSNR are very 
close and differ by a small value but is less compared to PSNR values of c1, c3 and c5. From both the visual quality 
of the restored images as well as based on PSNR values, it is found that c2 and c4 are not efficient in preserving 
sharp edges and fine details.. The PSNR values of c1 and c5 are greater than the PSNR values of c2 and c4.  From the 
visual quality of the restored images and also from PSNR values, c1 and c5 are found to be good in preserving sharp 
edges and fine details. Performance of  Perona-Malik model using c5 is little higher than performance of Perona-
Malik model using c1. Also increase in K results in loss of more fine details. This is found to be true in our 
experimental results since for all edge stopping functions, increase in K causes decreases in PSNR value. By making 
right choice of edge stopping function and gradient threshold parameter the sharp edges and fine details can be well 
preserved in Perona-Malik model.
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